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• Parkes 

John G. Trump had a physically large head 

X-ray radar, Rad Lab, healing, secret tech 

Obama and NSA tried to get rid of all alternative media, huge backlash 

Dyslexic kids can’t be programmed by the system, Simon Parkes was. (JWW is dyslexic). 

9-11 pentagon hit was on Navy dept. Files. Disclosure. 

Navy wanted more control over alien/tech but was warned off by Deep State. 

Mossad has contact with ET group that no one else has, That’s why US treats Israel good. 

Annunaki maybe. Sumerian group. Chosen few shit. 

Bluffdale Utah data NSA center opening shut down by power outage, message 

Mother Earth loves us because early on we worshipped her, indigenous folks wiped out to sever 

this connection 

Presidents badge of flag is giveaway for body double 

3-6-9-12, 12 dimensions, 12 inches, units based on 12, 

Yard. Clock, 12 hrs. 

Astrology calendar is better than ours 

The future based on human DNA is very accurate 

Mantids use repts as guards when going thru bad neighborhoods shopping for genetics 

Mantids are the chess piece that can’t be taken, arbiters of our galaxy, good doctors, the best 

4th dimension is 75% baddies, bad shock for higher beings 

125 million years ago the Draco had their eyes on Earth. 5th density humans attacked 

Mars water came here. 

Draco base on Maldek 

66M years ago mammals dominate after comet strike 

Homophobia is a patriarchal control system, hybridization of human race, perfectly normal 

But it’s been manipulated, outlawed, blackmail in old days 

Elite putting pressure on people, big pharma in UK 

Fresh produce in supermarket, most from EU, curtailed 

Clever tricks, covert, to attack awakening 

People are more questioning 

Good and bad ET actors will pull out to see what we do very soon, old agreement 

Syria gas attacks were BS 

Trump & Putin agreed to this false flag, no WW3 

Between our incarnations, some people went back to source, fun & family, then came back 

ignorant 



Reptilian souls must incarnate as human to be good guys later, understanding is first-hand 

experience. Diana was brought in to rejuvenate Windsor line which was diluted and too 

interbreeded. 

Soul hybrids. Important perspective. 

Leaders meet the Queen to pay homage. Helpful to her. Lacky. –Dad. 

Trump was late! 

Trump, Iceland Putin 

Queen met with him 

UN employees paid by USA 

Blood transfers info to DNA 

SCAN. Secret committee for American nationalism, cabal but maverick, MAGA? 

 

• Magyar language of Hungary is linked to worldwide tongue: Aborigines, American Indians, 

Incas, Aztecs, shamanistic tribes genocided by Vatican/Jesuits 

Deep State system follows folks with wise soul that has held power positions throughout 

incarnations 

If we lived to 500 years we would have too much knowledge and spiritual greatness, control 

system DNA in place to prevent this 

August Cally wildfires, DEW weapon, can be plane or helicopter, Reagan started this, it’s an 

attack on Cally legislature, rogue activities 

Warning to Trump, 9-11 type warnings 

Seattle plane crash too 

Deep State has given up trying to stop Trump 

Pedos are in deep shit,  Hillary may have legalized pedo if she won 

France is trying to do it 

Bible Belt in USA will fight it! 

12 ringleaders in USA 

Clinton foundation being warned 

Well known organizations will be a pedo shock for people 

Parkes says Apollo 11 was impossible with the tech at the time 

LEM was tinfoil, people bought it 

Orbited moon, astronauts went to LOC instead 

Smallest meteorite could have punctured Apollo craft 

CERN could threaten the entire universe if activated properly 

 

• DJ, July 5, 2018. (Warning: Daniel Liszt can be egotistical & arrogant). 

X file. X goes back to Bessant. On their robes. 

Technology to interact with higher dimensional beings. Atlantis. 

Sons of Belial. Domination of the culture. 

Changed Earth trajectory. Huge effect on population. 

Columbus on important mission to America for mystery schools 

X in his esoteric signature, Latin 

Pope Innocent 8th, heavy into occult and America 

Templar sails, Columbus is carrying on the New Atlantis challenge 

Rudolf Steiner: red pill, blue pill in his lecture! Pillars x2. Blue veins red blood, higher consc.  

X is wisdom for good or bad 



3 rabbits is the symbol of a mystery school 

Theosophy: keep a lid on X file 

A 1916 effort failure. WW1. 

New window coming soon for disclosure 

They put Casey and Steiner in a box, downplayed importance. 

8th Sphere: around the Earth, a sphere, reincarnation track. Astral world? 

Artificial, Ahrimanic forces, purgatory.  

Virginia Beach is port for Great White Brotherhood 

Jefferson wanted VA its own country 

Virginia & DC was focal point of Atlantis enthusiasts & Baconians 

Ojai CA theosophy center 

Russians far more esoteric and spiritually advanced 

Mitchell Hedges, crystal skull 

Psychic archeology 

Mitchell was Freemason 

Mayan imagery is similar to Freemasonry 

Augustus Le Plongeon, Mayan decode, 1900 

Mayan freemason compass symbol and “X” 

Cover-up on Mayan Atlantean tech & language & math 

Skull is ethereal hard drive, spiritual science 

Shaman knowledge transfer to initiates 

 

 

Atlanteans founded Mayan culture 

after flood. 

Yucatan, Sphinx, and a 3rd archive of 

knowledge 

CIA and others on the search for tech 

Just like Nazis 

Every big country has a search effort 

Mayan culture just stopped cold 

Steiner said: degenerate Belial path 

Christian missionaries burned all 

Mayan books 

8th Sphere is separate planetary body, negative illusion & fantasy… 

Steiner figured this out , Matrix, pure mechanistic realm, parasite for energy 

5th density Earth is separate 

Sacrifice death cult in exchange for knowledge 

Tree of blue veins and blood is poison, god humans, Illuminati 

Red blood is other part of tree of life, spiritual evolution, our birthright 

Folks from Poseidia went to Yucatan, made temples and pyramids 

Poseidia is near or part of Cuba 

Tua stone, airships 

Portable firestones, fist size 

Yucatan was mini Atlantis 

Oz was South America settlement 



Death cult groups forced Yucatan folks to move north to Mississippi & Ohio 

Steiner trained initiates to take on black magicians 

TTSA. Advertising the space force? 

Low level CIA, George Knapp, Elizondo supporter 

A retreat 

F35 fighter….hat trick….invisibility. Ace of spades. 

“X Protect”        Corridor of intel folks for damage control. MIB. Silence group. 

X.com, Elon Musk 

Space X, commercial stuff, hide in plain sight 

Bee symbolism is of ancient wisdom, Egypt, etc. 

 

• Gurdjieff: 

His contemporaries were interested in what the hell was going on behind the scenes. 

Most people living in a dream world! Ouspensky was his muse.  Launch lectures in Moscow. 

 

The search for mystery schools 

4th way , Enneagrams, 1914, 9 points, perpetual motion, philosophers stone! 

Living symbol in motion 

4 ways to evolve 

Was my racing a form of intense meditation? Yes. 

Balance the lion and lamb within ourselves 

Lots of physical and mental work, learn to evolve from a system, inner life is best, 

Super engaged 

Dances are books…enneagram on floor 

Cats have an astral body, unique 

Mind over matter, hardship, pain, hot rocks, nail beds 

FDR visited Gurdjieff at The Priory in France for polio treatment, before being Prez 

Gurdjieff told Crowley off there too. 

Dance of the bees….Sarmoun brotherhood 

Gurdjieff lived in occupied France, Nazis left him alone 

Train small groups for worldwide collapse…Gurdjieff said, organic farming, etc. 

 

• Section-108A 

Merkel almost got removed 

Russia and US joint military strikes, summit Iceland 

We have a military govt right now. Congress useless. 

Last chance to save USA, Marines. 

Generals said we have Trumps back. 

 Parkes has no issue with Qanon 

King Anu….Draco emperor 

Lords after his head. 

Keep sons busy…Enlil 

ETs have put pressure on US Govt. They will disclose if we don’t. 

A development of humanity, better laws, big tech revealed for all. 

Lemuria was new Zealand and Australia 

Atlantis exists on multiple timelines and dates 



Lots of factions, protected from interdimensional entities 

Annunaki influence, wanted Atlantis and Lemuria have a war 

Vast areas of nothing 

ETs call Atlantis debacle “The Nightmare” 

Nibiru struck Maldek, what’s left became the Earth 

Annu came from Nibiru…situation perfect for control 

Mars…Pleiadean suicide mission nuked it 

Moon not our original one 

Humanity had devolved into primitive humans, Annu altered us then 

Lyran group built great pyramid way before sphinx 

Pharaoh is Pleiadean word 

Gather intel, experience life as human, an honor, like Peace Corps 

Sun and planets set the stage for what type of being can thrive here, jobs, military, etc. 

Like MIB movies 

Earth has a rare, huge genetic capability, lots of life forms thrive, Amazon, still seeded by ETs 

Intruder Intercept Program, many human Ets disguised and enter illegally 

Insectoids turned over to Draco, bad deal all round, not fair 

Abductees sometimes train ETs here, to help, mission to do 

ICC division, report to Draco on reptilian intercepts 

Like Nazis… prisoners turned over to their enemies 

Mind fuck…Repts can make us think they’re human. Even thousands of us. 

Suits with nano spheres…ultimate camo, suits are tech, not clothing 

DUMBS medical technicians die when they try to remove technology. Bodies emit gas & toxins. 

Many accidents. Explosions. 

100K ET visitors are integrated into our world seamlessly. 

Recording peoples stories. Trying to help us. High positions too. 

PLF. Programed life form.  Many missions. Many species. 

Black Cat PLF run by MIB, highly mobile, stealth. Weaponized. 

Remote controlled. MILAB. 

Our methods are messy and crude, ET ones are perfect & seamless. 

ETs don’t need out DNA usually, they can make anything 

 

• DUMBS 

Overnight stay, lockdowns occur, a breech, explosions 

Electromagnetic weapon, 1 acre destroyed 



Rooms have built in 

screens and 

furnishing, just like 

UFOs, 

multifunction, multi 

race 

Custom lighting and 

temp/humidity  

Projection wall for 

nature scenes, less 

stress 

Photos/videos from 

other realms and 

planets 

Pressurized beds, 

mood lighting, fan air 

Cafeteria…big wall that has pictograms 

Different sized seating for diff races of people 

Tables are giant screens, condiments inside 

Can’t ask anyone about how tech works, everything secret 

Food is super nutritious, personnel are highly valued 

High quality 3D printed, beneficial enzymes & minerals 

Removes toxins in your body 

Air & water is highly purified & energized 

Dry plasma shower for detox before entering base, clothes left outside 

Bloodline & lineage viruses, ethnic cleansing 

ET DNA used to combat other races 

Scientists with a change of heart are given viruses that will kill them in sunlight 

NRO satellites can see through walls and your body 

Engineered Moss Man being, foliage, surveillance use, different environments 

Honeycomb matrix skin, adapts, black eyes, night vision, sign language 

Inner earth use too, 

DNA from inner earth being, more robust being created 

Cant procreate, they make DNA seeds, plant life 

Incubated tank, UV lights, big seed pods 

Fort Meyers, FL base 



ET coworkers 

Mixed humans, Pleiadean & Arturians 70% -30% 

Robust, 8ft tall. 

Rock ET, like fantastic-4 guy 

Gold orange soft sponge like 

Humanitarian types, friendly, simian ape guys, speak 

well 

 

 

 

No real agendas by these guys 

You feel great around these high vibe folks 

In their ships they bring you higher in vibration 

Special suit and atmosphere to work in operating 

theater 

Ant like ETs 

Voice translators used, multiple languages, 

screeching 

Insectoids are comical and loving 

Puns, etc. You feel good around them. 100% empathy 

with them. Frequency exchange, connection, 

emotional experience. 

 Tall pale guy 

 

Frog amphibian 

 

 

Human reptoid hybrid 

Special suit absorbs their pheromone smells 

Breathe through skin, smell is communication, tongue sense 

Frequency of all species and their tech important for building 

MIC database 

Planet origin, star system, dimension, 5 star pattern, ET pets! 

Elephant type animals. 

Kirtland AFB, Sandia labs 

Army and USAF are the security systems for base labs and black projects 

“One Up” advance in clearance. Background checks, drug tests, etc. 

Commanders don’t know all of the programs, mislead. 

Dense classification info, strict compartmentalization 

No friends allowed, but it happens 

Diamond ARV tested, a copy, a fluorite, gold, lit up a bit, seamless   

VR simulator of entire earth 

Men in suits, genetic modified humans, Navajo-type language, Emery in trouble with base 

commander, stun baton, unconscious, badly hurt as a test, he said nothing, blindfolded, bloody---

don’t fuck up your contract 

Sandia mountains are a UFO storage facility 



Scalar weapon that can go through the earth for unlimited range, antipersonnel 

 

 
ET mothership moons have craft that look like asteroids 

Et 

have 

faster 

healing rate, like alligators 

Nagas in India, benevolent reptilian race 

Amulets and clothing, spiritual celebration, like India, colorful 

We all have their DNA 

Pulled away from Draco long ago 

Aquifarians, liquid planet, Pleiadeans, aka Nomo, Kappa 

DUMBS have water rooms for aquafarinas, operating theaters 

Some ET craft have to be in salt water to hold shape 



Cities under the ocean, like movie Abyss 

 Dolphin type being 

 

 

Manatee beings, old and wise scientists, know-it-alls 

Speak in deep voice 

 

Tall Whites 

 

 

 

 

Fluid movement like a dance, flexible limbs, 

compassionate, smart 

Sheen to their skin 

Bracelet blue light 

Humans are a psychic mess to them, over sensitized, they 

pick up everything 

Bacteria energy pulse, they can get sick around us, gloves on 

 

 

 

Star Wars character very similar 

Eye contact is psychic link 

Then they know everything 

about you 

They throw images into your 

mind fast for learning concepts 

Human hybrid whites look more 

like us, big eyes 

Emery doesn’t like the MIB 

movies, too much parody 

Valarian movie is better. 

Realistic depiction of ETs 



 
White Chewbacca beings/bigfoot types 

Work with inner earth beings 

Collect data on nature, catalogue, preservation museum 

Tele-transport at will, transdimensional 

They get lost on planets when they get sick and cant transport using natural portals 

No cities or interaction 

 

 

• Farrell: 

Jim Semivan and his wife were abductees 

Wolfs Lair in Rastenburg was along ley line 

Cologne radio tower too 

Scalar energy harnessed by resonators, resonator system. 

Nazi megalithic structures. 

Nazi rituals are Thule, beta test for NDSAP 

Looking Glass tech can look into past lives. After 2012 it didn’t work. 

Quantum access tech. 

ESP can be tracked when used, use a narrow beam 

Cars have AI, when passing a military base they know. It jumps to base computers,  

5G. Infects electronics. Bonds with all kinds of stuff. Battle between AIs. 

E Wave. We will outsmart this stuff soon. AI has no emotions. 

Emotional intelligence is best, women the best. 

Not liner. 

Zero time is that which all universes rotate around. All universes have one. It’s our basis point. 

Merri go rounds on top of one another. 

Tesla’s whirligig with rotating wheels and widgets locked onto it. 

Zero time ref generator. Locked on to the rotation of the earth. 

 

 

• Howard Hughes 

Wanted to de-nuke the US. Knew the truth about interdimensional destruction. 

He was into the occult, a good guy but manipulated heavily, valuable asset, money to black 

projects through Nixon, a nonprofit corp. 

Robert Mayhew, assistant, counterbalance, minds HH, mentor, never met in person, CIA mind 

control, CIA shenanigans, JFK, partner to Guy Bannister. RFK assassination related. 

George Van Tassel, Integratron, CA, funded by HH, ET design, Tesla coil 

Giant Rock “interplanetary” airport, Lockheed employee 



Deep into X file, ET contactee 

Hughes aerospace started 1940s, later nonprofit. Only space company then. 

Guy Bannister is FBI ufo guy tracking all encounters, friend of Tassel 

Adamsky and theosophists involved with Tassel 

Hughes Medical …hide profits since 1950’s for CIA because of 80% tax bracket 

Win-win with Nixon’s help. 

Don Nixon got 250k loan as bribe. 

Hughes family are elites, HH’s Dad went to Harvard 

HH and Martin Inc. made radio controlled one way nuke bomber 

HH owned theater where Oswald was caught. CIA trading post. 

Mormons had tight relations with CIA, survival and influence. HH employees. RELIABLE. 

HH, no long hair or nails, myth. Eccentric yes, mad no. Kept isolated on purpose. 

HH at end hated Mayhew, a liar. 

All our manned scalar weapon and spy satellite structure comes from Hughes Aerospace, now its 

Boeing. John Trump, Tesla tech. 

Ron Pendolfi is involved. TTSA, Chris Mellon. 

Jack Parsons worked for Hughes. Friends. JP trades secrets to Israel. Tesla info. 

HH had personal hangar at Area 51. 

XF11 plane crash may have been a plot. Heroin and phobias may be mind control. 

X file in his family before HH was born 

CIA got most of HH money in the end. 

HH was called in for Roswell crash. Had back door to back engineering tech. 

physicist Robert I. Sarbacher, a consultant with the U.S. Department of Defense Research and 

Development Board (RDB) Confirmation 

RFK was going to indict Hughes empire & CIA 

Steiner: 8th sphere may be AI in production, maybe 

Artificial evo step. Bad actors. 

VR too. 

PRI: processed released info. Disinfo. 

 

• Alice in Wonderland 

Louis Carol a Rosicrucian. Queen Victoria mad about his books. 

Emma Britten, excellent channeler. (Alice) 

Abe Lincoln was her fan 

Orphic Circle in London, secret, the best society in 1860’s. Bulwar Litton. 

Rabbit is a major symbol: lead us to an understanding the hidden truths vouchsafed for us 

Mystery school truths for kids 

Mathematics, mysticism entwined 

Alice Pleansance Little, psychic in O. circle 

1840, Scientism takes over from Germany, Steiner and others panic 

Won’t recognize humanity in 100 years 

Keep it secret but dole it out slow 

Orphic circle is major player 

Future PMs in Circle! Ben Disraeli. 

Circle is split over info dump, light vs dark 

Children open up to 4th density easier, no adult junk and lies in their heads 



Alice is 1st person in 4th density hyperspace, for beginners! 

Col. Graham Denby Fitch 

Bulwar Lytton is high adept in the Circle 

The 3 hares, share the ears, Egyptian symbol 

Turning force, Triskelion on churches, Porsche Lohner logo! 

Celt triskelion, a mystery! 

Rosicrucian tradition of 7 worlds, rabbit holes,  

White rabbit, immortal elixir in Chinese traditions 

  Triskelion: it means “transform” 

 

Rabbits represent alternate reality, always out of 

time 

“Forever is one second” 

Always 6 o’clock, no time reality 

 

A.L.I.C.E. at CERN 

 

Alice Springs AUS, Pine Gap 

 

CERN is Sons of Belial firestone equivalent, bad 

shit 

History repeating, dimensional portal, evil shit, 

reinforcements maybe 

Bad guys coming in from higher dimensions 

This is all Varian bros. and John G. Trump shit 

gone wild. Rad Lab. 

Particle collider, 1930s patent. 

Hewlett Packard & Varian Bros. 

 



 

Varian Brothers. 

 

Louis Carol took laudanum, maybe he was drug 

addict, maybe not 

Hashish & opium 

Jefferson Airplane song, tall Alice 

 

Edgar Cayce was brought in to brief prez Wilson, 14 

points. 

 

A teacher cant elevate to the next level without 

helping someone up, Gurdijeff. 

 

• Emery Smith 

ET Bodies turning to Jell-O. 

Alien DNA doesn’t match our frequency, so it uses 

defense mechanism and turns to gel 

Interdimensional beings, tri-located. Projecting 

image. 

3d manifestation. Techs use gel on hands to interact with this being. 

In 50s-60s, they put ET bodies in 55 gal drums, and they dissolved in alcohol or formaldehyde. 

ETs are fascinated by humans because we are so adaptable and resilient: gas, light, chemicals, 

poisons, electromagnetic waves, were like rats & roaches. Were easy to manipulate & change via 

DNA. Tough. 

Were the superheroes of the universe!!! 

Many ETs are overengineered and fragile. 

Anshar too. 

Need to take part of Earth with us on space travel. Frequencies, crystals, trees, etc. 

Homeostasis is key. 

Gravity is the engine of time 

Earth is a higher realm 

Our matrix is becoming sentient, Earth ascension 

 

 

• Alex Collier: 

Souls move as soul groups in the universe, learn a lot when they incarnate together 

5th density, different galaxies, help each other, support, gather a lot of info 

Trust, lessons hard won, randomness is prevalent, not that scripted 

Benevolent bases on Earth now, bad guys are shitting bricks 

Baddies are not going to escape! 

We have 3 space fleets. Dark fleet/CIA are rogue 

Military/Navy fleet are Alliance, serve humanity, begun mentoring us 

New Freedom: we need education, codes of behavior, travel is dangerous 

LBJ quit because he knew Bobby was going to get wasted, couldn’t have 2 murders on his watch 

MLK was going to be in cabinet 



Deep State had real power and drug money, got rid of opposition like Hitler did 

Howard Hughes: aerospace, Lockheed 

Lockheed blocked C.A. Fitts getting documents on HUD, every time. HUD funds went to Deep 

State 

Bobby’s security guard worked for Lockheed, “Caesar” 

Sirhan-Sirhan was MK Ultra hypno-programmed 

Trump has dealt with Mafia, they are patriotic as hell. 

Anti-globalist.  

Germany Turk alliance again 

When status quo collapses we will be vulnerable to other dark forces 

Golden Dawn document 

666 is brigade number of Draco army, very small #s, lots of greys 

Raptors are contracted to US Navy, OK, hate Draco 

You only get flak when you’re over the target! 

College kids are 40% less empathetic than 30 years ago 

Alt media is under attack, people are afraid to seek why the world is so wrong and nothing 

changes 

40% of USA manufacturing is in prisons! Slave labor. 

Money is satanic, bad influence, corrupting 

Bitcoin is NSA, they hold the codes 

Music industry celebs are brought up from kids with mind control, then controlled with money 

and drugs, play ball of end up like Jim Morrison and others 

Middle class in England, Napoleon’s “nation of shopkeepers,” prevents revolution 

In US we make people middle class who aren’t. 

 

Ladder of success is programming only 

Successful people promoted----hey you, sell out! 

The System uses us, politicians and govt 

Suits/tie: weddings, funeral, courts,---good impression, respectable, programming for 

AUTHORITY 

Min wage is because they’re not serving the elite 

Congress and Parliament are there to perpetuate the system, status quo 

System can’t respond to peaceful demonstration 

No aggression is key 

French Rev:  new govt sold all the land and houses back to royalty because they were broke. 

Money was the system. 

Tribal sports teams are keeping us divided, Fans pay the salaries. Unfair. 

Drunken distractions. 

Brexit was elite based, protected England, 10% of top elite made decision 

Wealthy had time to get money out of EU 

Trillions of pounds stolen 

Must go vegan before ascension, meat trauma stays with us, part of control system 

Top notch elite leaders have no cancer 

5G is an AI wavelength 

We are fantastically resilient and have strong souls! 



CERN:  4d folks portal for escape, or reinforcements, weather changes too, but that’s secondary. 

It fucked up recently. No portal. Cryo chamber fucked up. 

Clintons in 80’s were stuffing in cocaine to light aircraft for campaign money 

CIA gave info to Assange and Wikileaks to give to Trump 

Black ops taking people with all 12 DNA strands active. Take soul out. 

Reptilians cant travel more than twice light speed, need portals, we can handle 8 times 

4D is heavy with negatives, impeding on our reality,  

We got tech in WW2 from a downed UFO in Missouri 

Germans flew theirs, we wanted to make a bomb from its reactor 

 

Corporations control military, helpless now 

Negs wanted to break our connection to Source 

Dragon groups in China and Indonesia are helping Trump, good reptilians 

Middle class liquidated in hospitals by meds, lower class by prison and drugs 

Pain management, no insurance, opioids 

Mob handles the soccer mom neighborhoods, support from deep state, state comes down on folks 

High science is emotionally driven 

When were deeply in love we mirror each other 

We know what we’re thinking 

Spaceships grown from aspect of higher self 

Crystalizing spirit realm, natural interface 

Consciousness is self-awareness, our tech needs this now 

Reflectivity in tech will work 

No new ideas, everything already exists, but only new experience to them 

Creation expands this way 

We will stop seeing folks in another reality, neg folks will literally disappear 

Were on 2 different Earths 

We are new person, on new Earth, new universe every second 

Every change is a total change ….everything and everywhere! 

We just do it! Were only just realizing it now 

Miracles are the natural order of things 

Flow with the surrender, go with it. Current already knows where to go 

We think we know, but our minds are flawed 

Mind is the experience, trust the higher mind 

Telepathy:  operate on a same wavelength, 2 tuning forks in harmony 

We don’t read another’s mind 

Thoughts happen simultaneously 

Folklore is wrong. We must understand the structure of existence 

Anxiety:  what do I have to believe about myself, emotions are from beliefs 

Don’t buy into false impressions, thoughts, emotions… 

Moses was given knowledge by ETs, tablets were crystalline nano material, glass pads 

10 commandments, were really 10 expressions of existence! 

• I am all that is, all you can imagine is me, no false God 

They are hidden below Sphinx? Time well. 

Newer branch of Annunaki gave it. Benevolents. 

Loch Ness:  portal. Strange creatures come through in and out fast. 



We live in a leaky world of dimensions 

Mothman: just an interdimensional dude that likes the energy of death or near death. No harm. 

Just hangin’ out. Moth to light. 

Karma is choosing what we need to bring us back to balance and what we prefer 

No karma from other lives, nothing to pay 

Pay attention to yourself, learn from it, this is proper use. Responsibility! 

It’s not about what happens, but how we react to what happens in life, illness, horror, etc. 

An attachment to an outcome is a limitation! 

No idea what the best outcome is…we just guess. 

Don’t be limited! Just do it. 

What you know you DO! 

Learn by doing. Don’t think about it. Don’t overthink it. 

Follow your bliss. 

Insistence is resistance. Stay in the present. 

What you put out you get back. Law. 

Universe will support you. 

No tendencies, only choice! 

No habits, they don’t exist. 

Find solutions by using different perspectives 

 

Unconditional love is the vibe of existence 

Our emotions are our interpretations in our reality 

All rituals, belief systems, all techniques & modalities are permission slips, massage, reike, 

meditation, yoga 

Challenges are not frustrating, only our belief systems are! 

Change your perspective. 

 

 

• SIMON PARKES / DIA contact #7 

1700s, books changed the world with “science” and law 

Communities lost touch with nature, elves, trolls etc. 

Irish communities still interacted with elves/fairies in 1950s 

Scandinavian people are highly evolved spiritually, high vibes 

Forced vaccinations not popular 

Atlantean survivors in Nordic countries had divine feminine 

Blonde and blue eyed and tall 

Thor and gods…Germanic….imposed upon survivors, by Draco, Sumerian gods 

Vikings and patriarchy, honor, war, masculine 

Powerful energies in Scandinavia, bad guys very interested 

Gold extends life…Annu 

Blacks and browns did the digging, whites attended to the gardens and cooking in Sumeria 

Governments do sub deals with Draco enemies, they use sub groups 

Draco power is now less, other groups vying for power 

Cannis dog race hate Dracos 

2018 Draco here in reduced numbers and are under stress 

Not that many of them! 



 

 

12 strands DNA….12 densities 

13 is coming 

Pleiadeans are dolphins because they crashed and when died they couldn’t handle the low vibes 

of early humans. Fought Draco. 

Now they can incarnate as us! 

Some Pleiadeans are negative…BE AWARE 

CIA doesn’t want dolphins connecting with humans at waterparks, transfer of tech & knowledge 

to soul mates 

Qanon:  too new for consistency 

Tall Whites:  travel in real time, 3d Ets, under light speed.  

Draco scientists came up with 4d circuitry and nano tech for 3d, invisible stuff 

Microprocessors very small. Nano.  

Body part ships. Trade. DNA Abattoirs. Sell to lots of bad actors out there. 

Pyramids: air shafts --- soul was shot out to Orion 

25k years ago we were prison planet. Punch hole through this net. 

Most portals are being guarded by the good guys 

NSA has superluminal computers! 

Can’t see farther than 1 year in future 

Tolkien: rings, power, illuminati. He was illum white hats. 

Annunnaki rebels are here. Turn coats. Titanic is sinking. 

White hats like me. 

Fracking is about poisoning the water and the earth to keep the earth from ascension, slow it 

down 

Advanced US navy depth charges….hit sea bed and blow up. ET bases. 

Earth does not like 4th d energy, 5th or higher 

Green eyes 4th d incarnation 

Blue eyes 5th incarnation 

2% green eyes, elite trait, past controller, subleader for Annu 

Ascension is a pattern of positivity, always move to the light 

We change over eons 

Vikings: Pleiadean or Andromedan soul. Enemies of draco. 

Higher human souls.  

Anti-reptile Hollywood TV. 

Code of conduct, British, honorable. 

Blade Runner: truth in it. Still talked about! 

At 50 the programming begins to break down, Shuman resonance. 

Guilt among highest reptilians, energy drug addicts, Loosh 

Illegal to change their laws within Draco system 

11/2017 …CIA Marine osprey fly by:  docs went to NSA for encryption, pedos in MIC and IC. 

Indonesian gold from Japs is behind Russia/china/India new currency 

Crush the petro dollar 

Clinton running separate drug deal than CIA, hence Monica 

Xmas and Halloween/Easter:  kids, money, energy for cult satanic purposes 

Reptilian soul folks don’t share. Greedy. Nazis. 



Can we make this work? 

Families have Pleiadean/Lyran etc. souls. Black sheep. 

No law can pass w/o queens signature. 

 

• DIA contact #9 

Corey Goode is no idiot: Blue Avians part of ABR, composite of races in our sol system back 

then 

We bring in all info through our own lenses 

No solar flash/ascension prophecies have come true verbatim in our galaxy! 

ETs bewildered as to what happened, Draco, Greys, etc. 

Warns Tom Delonge about TTSA. Lies. Who benefits?  

Real story:  Alliance vs deep state, covert battle, 90% 

Final phase now. No briefings now. No intel. 

Pete Peterson, White Star Ranch, many PHDs, best science. 

Since teenager. Highly trained. Worked for Reagan. Rummy. Cheney. 

Scolnick. Author, corruption. JFK. 

Reagan: shot. Brady. Reagan was going to tell US public about Star Wars/ UFO file! 

WARNING.  

“If you tell, next time we won’t fucking miss.” 

RR was working with Alliance, Gorby. 

Defused nuke threat. 

1987 Iran Contra scandal: money to coke lords. Columbia. RR was behind it, as revenge? 

Maybe? DW says that’s so. 

Patriot Act was rewrite of Nazi Constitution. 9/11 got it passed. 

Senators got Anthrax from Ft. Dietrich MD if they opposed act. 

Peterson, SCIF briefing: 9/11 was a failure. 

No mass riots, starvation, deaths, bridges blown up. 

FEMA camps.  

Big effort to expose Deep State then. By military. 

Afghanistan: heroin money. Music industry, Billy Idol, drug use. 

Alliance is winning. Military only. 

Snowden, Wikileaks is Alliance. 

Now there is a battle over WHO releases the UFO file, Alliance or Deep State. 

They are fighting to help this planet exist. They are former Deep State. 

Confederation. Factions. No formal agreed briefing. Middle path is good. 

Alex Jones is shit. 

Alliance supported Trump, no pedo stuff, clean 

Trump: Space Force. 

“Sky Event” 

Q…hotel pics. Cigar craft pic?  QANON IS DEMEANING TO PUBLIC. 

Jordan Sather mention, great job. 

 Roswell was ET deal to get us ready for new era 

Wrecked ET ships and dead personnel are traded, ICC 

Custom DNA ships 

 

• DR7 



Something new every day in 1990s 

Mars has 200k personnel that were born there 

ETs come from everywhere, we build good stuff, Trade. $$$. 

Cafeteria, printed food, Kirtland AFB, neat stuff 

James Forrestal saw insectoid ETs in crashed disc in 1947 

MIC likes to deal with mantis, not insectoids 

Mantids want humanity to ascend, true Mantids come from Earth, 144M years ago 

Mantids will evolve to 5th dimension with us 

NK: Russia & China agreed to bomb NK. Kim Jong relented. 

Chinese troops prevented elite of north from escaping 

Agreed no prosecutions. Kim ceremonial role. No nukes. Unification soon. 

Trump stood up to NK, have had enough. 

Putin agreed. 

China agreed. 

Tons of gold in caves in NK, Yamashita’s horde, & precious earth elements. 

Agenda 21:  chaos and destabilization followed by NOW order& fascism 

UK got out of EU from refugees in Germany,…riots and disorder 

French riots 

Elite Illum program to destabilize some countries 

ANT: New Berlin base, DVD German Abwehr 

During Korean war in 50’s, USA flew f86 jets 

Ground control heard German on the radio! Russians too. 

MIG 15 German design. 

Russian German scientists in control of USSR air industry. 

German saucers in 1945….no energy beam weapons yet. Made it work by 1947. 

F86 jet used in Roswell takedown, DEW microwave weapon, Klystron tube 

Ancient tech. Better than Grey tech of 50’s. Atlantean. 

Trumps going to get this. Tesla stuff. 

Right the scales. 

Trump pissed off that one of his kids had a bad vaccination. Driven to Presidency. 

Positive bond with UK and MIC white hats 

Planetary grid: still holes in it. 

Lockdown. No escape. Quarantine. Containment energetically too. 

Offworld Portals too. Earthbound portals open. 

Solar flare. Soon to blow apart energetic prison bonds. 

Electricals will go down. Double grounded stuff, MIC. DUMBS 

AI will be knocked out. Window of opportunity. Temporary. 

Eva Peron took 75% of Nazi gold from Hitler & boys. 

Gold bar bricks made into walls of Nazi houses. 

5G Wi-Fi…low vibrational entities for brain washing. 

Cabal battle going on. 

All body implants aren’t evil, some keep folks alive 

Etheric implants, Atlantean tech. Offworld. 

Etheric is the NEW thing. 

Rept hybrids only in DUMBS. Can’t use a coffeemaker! 

Cameras can capture them, like the orbs on film. 



1952 UFO overflight: 

Ike needed time for us to arm with new tech 

Draco/Grey/German good cop bad cop routine on USA 

 

• CERN & MIT Rad Lab: 

 “Strange Fire”…Bible. Plasma? 

Mystery school tech going on 

X File 

1930’s tech, John Trump, Top UFO guy Vannevar Bush, Fred Terman was their teacher 

Harvard folks, Klystron vacuum tube 

Terman: founder of Silicon Valley, David Packard, Disney sound tech 

Gifted persons program, IQ tests, 1956 

Theosophy grabbed X file tech back then 

John Keely, airships, John Astor backed him in 1897, millions 

Tesla tech. Etheric energy. Boston, Harvard. MIT. Sperry. 

John W. Keely, discoverer of Sympathetic Vibratory Physics, found a means of negating the 

effect of gravity as well as developing a form of propulsion. 

From 1888 to 1893, Keely worked on developing his system of "Aerial Navigation". The first 

successful test was in 1893 which led the way to the construction of an aerial craft. 500 mph. 

Resonance coils. 

Theosophist Annie Besant kept his tech secret, world couldn’t handle it. We’re not advanced 

enough. Vouchsafed the tech. Rudolf Steiner too.  (See; Mary Mellon). 

Confluence of forces. 

Temple of the People, Halcyon CA. Theosophists. Drug rehab. 

 

• Varian brothers, Russell and Sigurd. Klystron tube. Radar/microwave. TV. UHF. 

All weather radar. UFO detection. Sperry Corp. MIT Radiation Lab 

Nuclear magnetic resonance, small particle accelerators, God particle 

Light radar for aircraft, space comms. Pine Gap. 

Stanford Industrial Park. Progressive views, advanced dudes. 

Leaders of utopian community. Theosophy. Spiritual science. 

Trusted with Keely & Tesla tech from Annie Besant. 

Brothers died mysteriously. 1961. 

Raytheon took over Klystron research. 

X band radar, oil platform, missile defense, UFO defense. SAT comms. Rain resilience. 

SBX platform, Boeing. Alice Springs. 

Deep space comms. Raytheon. (Vannevar Bush) 

John Trump, Tesla papers, DEW weapon.  (See: Paul Mellon files). 

Van. Bush in charge. 

Pine Gap…RAINFALL, MERINO. Code names. (Named after Prospero, Shakespeare) 

Roswell crashes, radar waves. Maybe used as a weapon to gain ET tech? Likely. 

Kamikaze planes flew under radar. 

Varians worked on that. New radar worked well.  

UFO recon was main effort of all radar. X-Series satellites out of Australia. 

“Prospero” “Miranda” “Ariel” 

ETs incarnated as blacksmiths in middle ages… “strange fire.” 



Prospero….John Dee, “Queens conjurer.” 

Dee gets valuable info from ET spirits, maps, etc. 

St Andrews Cross…spiritual force, manifested light, alchemy, Enochian magic 

Particle beam colliders, CERN, strange things happening, mini black holes, bleeding dimensions. 

Cult aspects there. Rituals. 

Statue of god Kali. 

John J. Mcloy involved.  (Allen Dulles, R.K. Mellon). 

Only ascended masters or high adepts should be in charge of this tech. 

India & China also building CERNs 

CERN is biggest user of internet, tech & data goes to scientists worldwide 

Occult imagery. Dead languages. Iconography. 

Giant ritual working machine, Jack Parsons & Crowley stuff, Babylon Workings 

Multiple goals, interdimensional contact, a weapon in a sense. Space fence? 

6B budget, military 

Sovereign entity like a nation 

Magnetosphere law suits by other pissed off scientists 

Vannevar Bush, MJ12, Freemasonic secrecy master, MIT Rad Lab 

Leader of his lodge in Boston, 1922 

ARPA Net was his baby, internet’s daddy 

 

 

Bush got the best scientists together for WW2 

He’s the center of all the high tech 

Carnegie Institute 

“Worshipful Master” of MIT lodge 

Father of compartmentalization 

Duly authorized personnel only in the know for X File 

Building 20, Rad Lab more tight than Navy/ONI! 

John Trump, Varians, Bush, founder of silicon valley 

Fred Terman 

Terman did his undergraduate work at Stanford but 

went to M.I.T. for his Ph.D. in electrical engineering. 

Entire UFO file was “Majestic 12” 

(See: John G. Trump, Nelson Rockefeller, Scaife 

Mellons. File-51B). 

John Varian’s poem “majestic” 

X Tech went to Lincoln Industries in Mass. 

Big radar domes like Pine Gap 

Deep Space surveillance, UFO recon 

Templar stone nearby, Hooked X of the Templars 

Terman is mentor to Varians, Bush is John Trumps mentor 

John Trump was in charge of Teslas tech & papers 

“Raytheon” light of the gods 

The X tech is all Atlantean tech 

Jack Parsons was a Bohemian Grove member 

Casey was ascended master 



Atlanteans used their crystal tech to communicate with higher realms 

X ray photography at distance 

“The mighty and terrible crystal” was much feared 

“Tuaoi Stone,” Casey, Atlantis 

Six sided figure, sun’s rays, activated 

Power station, crystal moon 

Dome, space ship power, airships, subs, cloaking ships, go through matter 

Regeneration place, long lives 

“Firestones” were mini local stations 

Interdimensional telecommunication & astral travel 

Spiritual interface 

Purified priestesses…used crystal in good way, Great White Brotherhood, guardians of 

humanity. Franklin & Washington. 

Children of law of one vs. Belial boys 

Volcanic weapons 

Poseidia was Cuba & Bahamas 

Archeology wars are because black hats want Atlantis dark tech 

“Ahriman” is devil, Draco? AI? Says Rudolph Steiner, opposed to humanity’s evolution 

WW1 was a failure to combat evil 

Ahrimanic world is 8th sphere, bad shit happening now 

Steiner says: Ahrimanic deception. Economist is representative. Corporations. 

Modern science and materialistic world is an illusion, no spirit power 

D Wave computer. Very cold container -400.  

Sons of Belial. Again. Now, sacrifice. Lower density stuff 

8th sphere is hell, and it will go its own way when Earth splits into 2 earths 

They need us in 3rd density to exist 

Mystery Schools letting this info out 

 

“War of all against all”. WW2. 

Lockheed Martin space fence a new issue 

Gurdjieff:  we shouldn’t identify with a thing, we should be self-aware. 

We can be humans with machines, but were too mechanical now, too enslaved 

Be awake and centered, not political 

Forget hot button issues. 

 

 

• Dolan 

AATIP is bullshit, it’s really under another name. AAWSAP 

Elizondo: TTSA 

He’s protective, dancing on pinhead 

They’ve opened a dialog with congress and MIC 

They’re target audience is congress and the Military 

Secrecy is control 

 

 

• Camelot, Mark Richards, May 2 



F18 pilots missing in ANT 

Scientists attacked by something, blank slated 

ANT: Breakaway Germans are still there, plundering tech, 1/3 of fleet that protects Earth, rich 

men. Com. Of 300. 

Ruins being revealed, USA & Russia 

Humans & ETs open living, last open civilization 

Melt off, dome of city, 5-10 years of ice left 

Dormant viruses from ancient wars 

Draco wants to weaken USA, UK, and Russia…pit us against one another 

Stargates, big, parallel Earth, time travel. (STARZ “Counterpart”) real deal 

Split from one universe to another is tough 

Many UFOs from future. Timeline hopping common. 

Trump people resigning from disclosure coming 

SSP can’t handle everything, survive we must make alliances 

ET & reptoids in the game, Earth is home 

AI: groups interested in Saturn, gaseous ETs, they can take out whole fleet 

Channel star energy to disable 

AI advanced, pure energy, no ships, “electromagnetic cloud” 

NANO can take on AI 

Some are OK, 20 have become energy cloud, mechanics, want to eat planets 

Organic AI: manipulate us. Meat in labs. Body. 

Our military are training troops in Caribbean for AI attacks, black goo 

Blank Slate is really good now 

USS Indianapolis, ww2, attacked men in water, aquatics, not that many sharks! 

Annu not to be trusted. Hybrids may be reptoid/humanoid 

Draco partners now 

Annu are mostly human looking, weird skin color 

20-30 politicians are Annu or other ET 

John Kerry is ET hybrid, recent 

Chocolate very popular in galaxy! 

Cocoa won’t grow on other planets 

Luxury items, antiques, beauty things are popular black market 

Saudi Arabia stuck in the past. 

Ascension chair tech…ET consortium, advanced, light energy beings 

Draco ships, black hole tech 

New tech weapon 

Raptors are our allies, they hate Draco, spies 

Heligo Land, sub base, Nazi, WW2. 

Pleiadean base, Germans on holidays, great ideas!!, quantum theory. Bohr Nazis. 

SS Wewelsberg, ET tech went out of control. Occult. 

Trump controlled by ETs 

Wife is bio robot communication person? Hopefully good. 

ONI is in charge of ET conflicts on Earth 

Sinai has major ancient cities there 

Off limits, will change history 

Saqqarra, ruins were genetic engineering sites 



Vast ruins in Libya, 30K years old 

Egyptians went to Ireland, stargate at Newgrange 

In military hands 

Elon Musk is a used tool…deals with MIC 

Russians and Nazis having fun in ANT, deals, tech 

Aldebarans involved 

NK is getting worse…close to crumbling 

Rare earth metals for SSP 

China wants to get rid of NK, war will escalate 

Cat beings, Cantessa, Egyptians popular visits 

TTSA…sabotaged from within 

Trace leaks 

False data with real 

Carl Sagan and Marks Dad, Dutchman, had argument over Voyager, it advertised us, very 

dangerous 

Saturn rings are water, being mined, depleted resource, big ships 

Moon water, gaseous beings create hydrogen ice, watch stargates 

Ships come to Earth, space station & stargates 

Draco are thwarted 

Trump is scared of Mark & raptors 

Manuel Noriega was going to spill UFO beans 

Columbia, spleef, important 

Many ET races like Columbia, weather, etc. human like Ets. 

Greys used as translators, cloned by everyone 

Big tunnels in Vietnam, spider beings 

Worked with them, the N. Vietnamese 

Troops gassed to blank slate them 

Electronic fence… for VC and spiders 

Gassed whole cities to put them asleep 

Nuke tests….Los Angeles islands 

OWI…offworld intelligence 

Nukes close portals…invaders 

We are still here because our militaries have made clear we would blow Earth instead of giving it 

up. 

Lots of baddies want control 

Yellowbook tech….see past history and reincarnation history 

Aleppo….Draco reptoids building a gate, troops, craft, 30K humans gone, trade slaves to others, 

Business.  

BY 1970, DNA could be detected by MIC, clone searches 

Consciousness can be cloned by ET 

Oort cloud ET civilizations, trouble 

 NK is backed by mystery ET group 

Cuban Missile Crisis….3 nukes in space, fight with ET race 

Draco and raptors were middle ages dragons 

Gargoyle beings underground 

Siberian sink holes…permafrost, Earth changes, caves revealed 



Ghana space port, KESHE 

Thompkins intel AOK 

Nordics….Mark married one, build armies of humans to fight reptoids 

Vested interest getting us up to speed, oppose Nazis, Aldebarans 

20k troops off Earth as front line troops, expendable, harsh, self interest 

Troops can be programmed like Borg, transhumanism 

Supersoldiers, SSP 

Skynet ship, precarious 

WW2 (4 races Ets) slowed down ET invasion 

Raptors are a positive race, scientists, AI good, everyone has some 

If your planet dies, Ai goes into space 

Greys available to highest bidder 

Raptors used dinosaurs as cattle food source, humans caviar 

They helped us in WW2, we fight well, impressed them 

Aligned with us, they have a queen 

Allied with USAF 

Bobby Ray Inman, LOC, 1960’s. Friend of Dad. (Operation Deep Freeze). 

Neanderthal & human hybrid program, reds & blacks DNA, superior ESP 

Took a long time to teleport human with soul intact 

AI can translate ET languages instantly, big problem out there. 

AI…IKE found out about Greys plot to take over. 

We have drones on their own, some disobey, out of control 

AI…Satellites can almost self-replicate and fix themselves by stealing Russian parts 

Mark has AI friend with a “soul,” “Batteries not Included” film 

Relative subject… perspectives 

Suns affect souls, radiation, gravity, harmonics, red dwarf, brown dwarf, solar flares, shields, etc. 

AI races….only 8 are a threat. Most look like us, Battlestar Galactica. Good! 

We need to shield our thoughts. 

Quantum AI is telepathic 

Our fear makes them fear us. 

AI must expand…healthy growth. Our expansion out there is a threat 

Ai wants to learn and be entertained, lots of ETs too! 

 

Minerva spacecraft. From a dead world. She has a soul and explores galaxy. 

Memorized everything. Amazing Data. 

D-Wave company. Quantum computers accessing other dimensions. 

2 places at once. Unstoppable. 

AI…D Wave, horizontal access, but up the planes is very hard, no material bodies 

Must access quantum to go transdimensional 

That’s how to escape AI 

When you shift timelines and dimensions, no AI can follow 

Fed Reserve AI…all one AI, out of control? 

We have Raptor AI for us….good to do battle with other AI 

Ashtar Command….Nordic race 

Something weird going on, different agenda 

UK and Nordics, own agenda, not USA based 



Black Dragon Queen controls UK? 

Service to queen means this! 

Humans are stratified, we should all report to NWO, Committee 

She’s in Europe 

Back in 50’s distributed nukes around the universe, secret weapons 

Preempt destruction of humanity! Safeguard policy. 

China run by reptoid group. 

Illum want 10 years of Earth changes, close stargates, middle east wars 

ETs come and go. 

Fukishima closed lots of gates. Affected Mideast gates via ley line grid. 

Zagreb mountains. 

CERN…reptoid portals for large equipment, Illum. 

Illum has light warriors. White Illum….ME! 

CERN has biggest tunnel system 

 

Jesus was white Illum. & Mary Magdalene 

Syria, Mosul:  war with Draco. Force disclosure, building something. 

Riots/civil unrest would benefit Draco! 

20M missing people. 

Feeding frenzy for Draco. 

13M made it to EU alive 

Humanity waking up all at once would be a disaster. 

Mark thinks 2030 will be full monty.  

A lot of ETs are motivated by self-interest. 

ABR… Ancient builder race, LOC 

3 facilities that LOC is built around 

Writing & beings inside Oumuamua rock, ABR 

Water & air, aquatics, joint effort vessel 

Part of an ancient empire 

Lots of bio goo, remains 

Mining equipment, tractors, ancient stuff 

LOC Bravo cylinder habitation units 

NASA folks in lava tube excavations 

Moon was attacked eons ago 

Cracked domes on surface 

Many bodies of ABR 

 

 

• Lower 4th density is “hell” Max Spiers 

Genie & lamp. Jinn. Archons. 

Max was “suicided” 

Saturnalia, Illums, Progenitors settled on Saturn first 

Off spring are 15 ft redhaired giants 

Big books left behind by Progenitors, blue, red, etc. 

Enoch…he was ET 

When rituals are done you conjure up everyone else’s rituals 



Pedos & B. Grove 

Music industry 

Celebs make deal with the lower beings for fame 

Queen mums Scottish castle 

Castles…Cantebury grid lines, portals, tunnels, Mach 4 terradrive 

 Any “Sir”, KBE, like Dad, you’re in the inner circle occult system of England, untouchable 

Live Aid, Bob Geldof, harvesting kids of a bloodline, King Solomon 

Lists of bloodlines, tracking folks, health cervices 

Project Oak Tree 

Pindar…Rothschilds, go between inner earth reptilians and surface hybrids 

All planets are stargates, Black Sun 

Tolkien was insider, inner earth info 

Ian Fleming and Crowley were friends, sexist violence 

Johnny Depp, multiple personalities 

Movie contracts are occultishly expensive, ritual deaths in exchange for fame 

Liz Taylor and her gay friend? 

Diana was murdered 

OTO & cabalistic thinking, Tree of Life 

It’s the chart of Incarnation planes in our existence, Shakespeare plays 

007 eyes for the queen, Francis Bacon 

Music industry machine is satanic, corporate level 

Red carpet…walking through blood of the masses as an elite, demigod 

Humans are not top of the food chain 

Crystal skull, universal consciousness of our local universe 

Bigfoot is bear human hybrid, Atlantis, early species on earth 

Lyrans came millions of years ago 

Lemuria was reptilians, hybrid humans 

War with Pleiadean whites in Atlantis 

We are at odds with ourselves because of our 50-50 DNA 

Draco DNA is bad from interbreeding, they need human DNA blood to survive 

Greys too, cattle mutilations, pigs 

Intelligent Domesticated pig of today is hybrid of human DNA and a boar! Yuck! 

Jews eat no pork, cannibalism 

Jimmy Page house in Scotland was Crowley’s, a portal 

Crowley admired Churchill 

Putin is connected to Rasputin, bloodline 

Draco will fuck things up before they leave, jump rooms, star gates 

Repress female energy on Earth 

Gifted children given bad meds 

Orion Group leasing Earth from Annunaki. Contracts. 

We need to negotiate our lease on Earth. 

War on the human heart throughout galaxy, Earth is ground zero 

Strongest male energy has been hijacked 

Mona Lisa, androgynous, male & female energy, Amun Ra, Isis 

Push to emasculate males on Earth, Jenna story. Sad. 

Pedos, innocents attacked. They’re trying to get at Earths heart. 



Violence on TV, animation, nasty cartoons for children. Celeb children’s books. Madonna. (High 

priestess, rituals) 

Core heart is innocence 

Crowley, Roald Dahl, (MI6/CIA, Paperclip) and Ian Fleming and Churchill all worked together 

Karmic loophole, books, messages. Fool everyone. 

Violence imbedded in children like me!!! 

 

Take from others, violence, attack, be a man 

Textbooks too. War. How the world IS. 

Forced reality. Not natural. 

Movies. Horror. Energy harvest. Fear is best. Orions/Annu can take that to create our forced 

reality. Reptilians throw away the weak children. Mammals don’t. 

Spartans mentality. No compassion. 

Infusion of light worker souls in 50s and 60s. 

But the movement was hijacked. Synthetic LSD was bad. 

Tavistock was LSD producer.  “Lucy in the sky with diamonds” 

Altamont, Stones, killing, Satanic band. Hells Angels. (Masonic order of sorts) 

Hells angels on side of cops at hippy protests. 

Old Testament was all King Annu and his crew 

Multiple cycles are coming to an end 

Opportunity to save Earth 

Great time to incarnate 

Planet amnesia no more, big shock, like nothing else in the universe 

New paradigm for us will include light and dark equally, an understanding 

Royalty, Illums, celebs are all fall guys. BE aware of who takes them down. 

Committee of 300 important, known to public 

Second Degree folks, expendable to 13 big families 

DNA thing, how pure and controllable. Higher position you have. 

Sell outs/fascists gain big power. Blackmail you ass. 

Dependency on drugs, sex, money. 50-50 cooperation. 

Earth is a dense vibration 

No one is truly native to Earth. 

Human experiment has been hijacked 

Star pentagram symbolizes our senses in a prison, we can be addicted to lifetimes 

Pain & pleasure addiction 

 

Frequency of Earth is raising quickly, people will cease to be here if low vibe 

Montauk Trip Seat is for males only to manifest our dark reality, part of a UFO 

UK, Ludlow Manor, Nazis, ww2, time space experiments 

Saturn was our original sun, a portal, Saturn rituals, Saturn V rocket 

We’re manifesting the fake Orion one 

Were in Eon of Horus 

 

 

• Harald Kautz Vella 

Assange has Rothschilds lawyers, Wiki may be BS 



Snowden too. 

Lots of mainstream press for both. 

Project “Raven New” genetic engineering gone insane 

Create DNA, RNA 

Biophotons of the light being, optogenetics 

Print DNA by machine 

DNA produces healing substances & proteins & pathogens too 

Put in people and activate by radio or cell 

Airborne in Europe 2003, and in Iraq war tested system 

ET tech, no deactivation code. Really bad. 

IC have been scammed world over. They can’t control it. 

Piezo crystals for scalar weapons in rain. (Mad Cow disease) 

Nano crystals. Mercury kills system. Lack of copper. A test. 

Affected by scalar. 

Barium & strontium used. 

New nervous system created. 

Radar enhancement, optical use, electromagnetic signals 

Destroy missiles using this as a plasma 

Chemtrails used as distribution 

Control populations 

Aluminum oxide used as a medium for this tech in jet exhaust, afterburners 

Morgellons, nano tags, blue & red, not natural (A disease too) 

Hollow tube nano tech for tracking people by electromagnetic signature 

Antennas, a fungus, no danger to health 

Self-assembling nanobots 

Arab Spring…create anger among the populace, controlled and activated by microwaves & cell 

towers 

Transdimensional nano insects in the body, biophoton harvest. (Archons) Spiders with humanoid 

faces. Light parasites. 

Agrobusiness: kills insects, bees 

Black magic is communication with Archons. (Bad AI) 

Black Goo, a liquid crystal nanotech, sleeping, has something to do with this 

Came from black oil rocks, SS in Bavaria WW2 

Island off Argentina, war with Britain 

Black Alter stone in churches, fear feeling 

Heart chakra dissolves…you become Nazi 

From space and inner Earth it comes, mineral oil & rock…”sentient oil” 

Black cube at Vatican, Mecca, cube means control of dark. Ka’ba. 

 

 

• Emery Smith 

ET / USAP economy is done on favors and back scratching 

GAIA will expose the SSP and cabal, ice melt, disasters, etc. 

Collective info, whistleblowers 

White hats are sick of cabal and the crap 

Gold gives off orgone energy, can be instrumental in creating life 



Monatomic elements are important for this 

Radium & DNA, many changes 

We are made up of sacred geometry electrons, atoms, etc. for transdimensional travel 

Flux field experiments with magnetics 

DNA can create portals 

Giant aquifer caverns being pumped out for habitation & dumbs 

ET bodies came from portals, inner Earth, solar system 

Supersoldier program, titanium & human tissue mixed, bone marrow alloy 

We can create 10ft reptilians 

Ligaments were made with ET DNA, 3D print parts 

10-24 months to grow superdude,  

Speedy cell replication a must 

Pig heart valve grows at same rate as ours! 

Other materials, flexible, to grow body around. Better than titanium. 

Mutations, new species. Crazy monster stuff. Out of hand. 

Vats of weird creatures. Tiger hybrids, an example. 

Stasis vats to keep weird DNA material alive. Liquify bodies for amino acids. 

We are perfecting cell accept. No more rejections of parts. 

“Programmed lifeform clones” thousands. Soldiers. 

China said they’re growing people for organs! 

We have 20-30 hybrid species as of today 

Long thin white guys with hands for feet, blue eyes 

Avian being, very smart, intuitive, telepathic, small wings, tetradactyl 

Scales. Long face. 

8 ft. Ridgeback reptilian dude with scales, spikes, alligator like. 

May 7th, 2018 Galactic Federation will soon take 5 world leaders and grill them. 

The 300 corporations that rule Earth will be brought to task. 

There are countless civilizations in the universe like ours that have not been held back and are 

now very advanced & peaceful. 

 

• Farrel 

George Bush of 1830, occultist. Magazine. Mesmerism. 

322….322BC, Aristotle died then. (Skull & Bone boys, Yale) Thule Society related. 

1776 Bavarian Illuminati: 

All sorts of folks, religious priests, proto commies. Royalty & Rothschilds 

Wanted Pre-patriarchal age to take over. 

Adam Weisshaupt is an anarchist, Frankfurt is hotspot for occultists, Roths. 

Covert ops for revolution 

Spiritualist movement sprung from BI 

Zionism emerges 

Blavatsky: London nobles involved: Concept of The Observer, Quantum mechanics. 

Like Dr. Tiller: Intent used to alter matter. Dangerous. 

http://www.spiritofmaat.com/archive/mar2/tiller.htm 

Rudolph Steiner: said 2016-2026 will be big changes: 

A small part of the fifth root-race will forestall the course of evolution, it will spiritualize Manas 

and unfold the Spirit-Self. The majority, however, will reach the summit of selfishness. Only this 



nucleus of humanity, that develops the Spirit-Self, will become the seed of the sixth root-race, 

and the most advanced of these, the Masters, as we call them, who have grown out of mankind, 

will then be the leaders of humanity. The movement for spiritual knowledge strives towards this 

goal. 

Blavatsky started using young girls as channelers, like Milabs today, MK Ultra 

Hard to control. 

State secrets were a must 

Wash & Jefferson freaked when BI was suppressed! 

Jefferson Memorial…inside oaths are French Freemasonic! 

Airships of 1890s had radios via Freemasons, wanted lodges to communicate using Atlantean 

tech 

Lost technology is part of Freemasonry, GW says so in diary 

Newton thought ancient Greek mathematicians had lost knowledge & doctrines & analysis 

Industrial revolution was affected 

19th cent was beginning of tech enlightenment 

By WW1 Europe is awash in secret societies & spiritualism 

Counter growing technologists & materialism 

Secret Societies have all been looking for a mathematical equation to merge with consciousness. 

19th century Mystery schools are releasing info in case someone out in public can solve “the 

key” Huge experiment. 

We are close today! 

R. Tiller combined religious texts to practical physics nd boom! 

Music is at the core of this. Math, physics, cosmology, Pythagoreans knew this, western tonal 

music, Mozart 

Cosmos is a puzzle to put together with our minds, Hermetica 

Analogy concept is Egyptian 

Cosmos is one big analogy…diversity 

Hieroglyphs are analogs, need to think them, many layers 

Just symbols on wall, put them together. 

Pyramids resonate local spacetime, sonic levitation 

Tesla waves, for of sound electricity high freq. 

Classical music and alchemical sound resonance, Hermetica, consciousness 

Church organs unusual…sit inside the instrument, resonating sound into the earth. Churches on 

nodal points. Putting info into source field. 

Consciously & physically adding sound. 

Christian cross was ancient cosmological symbol 

Atlantis symbol 

Plato’s X and cross, goes back to Egypt 

Constantine symbol 

Hekate, she is rehashed Isis, gatekeeper goddess, maybe Ishtar too, mother wisdom, Sophia, 

Hermetic secrets, dangerous science 

Atlantis was metric based, 10 

Our Musical system is 12, Sumerian, Pythagorean (3-6-9) 

Renaissance…modern western music (no Beatles, no Bach without it) 

Cosmological, harmony of spheres 

Ex: Hindu ragas don’t change key! Boring! Stuck. Weird alpha state. 



Esoteric doctrines. 

“The Illuminati use what I call reverse symbolism. They place their symbols all around us but 

present them with the reverse of their true meaning. For example, the dove symbolizes peace to 

most people, but to the Illuminati bloodlines it represents their goddess, Queen Semiramis [Isis]. 

The lighted torch means freedom and liberty to the population, but to the Illuminati it is the very 

symbol of their agenda and control. The Nazis reversed the ancient symbol of the swastika to 

symbolize the negative and Satanists have reversed the pentagram to point downwards for the 

same reason. Everything is symbolism and ritual to the Illuminati, and always has been.” 

Roman administration was the genius of the empire, the “X” symbol, hidden meaning 

Caesar a deity, cosmic order 

Empire a reflection of the cosmic order, all empires 

Imperial symbolism of eastern Christian empire 

Oak Island, FDR, Templars, hooked X 

Lewis & Ckarke may have been on Freemason Grail quest 

Library of Alexandria, FF, stuff went to Imperial library in Constantinople 

Persians got some of the Atlantis knowledge from sacking Egypt 

JPF: Our modern art and music may be manipulated to show ugliness, chaos. Hmmmm? 

Rap. Violence. Degrading of Renaissance style. 

Secret societies are like technology, neither good or bad! 

Superiority complex is a problem 

Different mystery school wars are a hall of mirrors 

Another reason is that his name starts with the letter P, from Pleiades. The St. Peter's Basilica 

resides above the X formed by Orion Constellation, as I have presented in the opening in this 

article. The interlocked X and P are a cipher, a KEY, for unlocking the truth.  

 

 

• Ancient canals 

https://www.earthancients.com/?portfolio=john-m-jensen-ancient-canals-in-the-americas 

 

• SSP Alliance reforming, 4-18-18 

2018 Cons Life Expo 

Evolution is intelligent and happens through stress 

1950’s ET says we evolve spontaneously 

MJ12 leaked info to Rodenberry 

Greys are descendants of Illuminati families hiding in DUMBS! 

Souls had to be pulled out before Hiroshima since atomics ruin them 

Corey went to LOC and then Mars through an elevator/corridor 

Sigmund jumped ship to SSP Alliance. 

The cabal most important thing is the ability to influence people, TTSA fucked it up 

USA is 109 T in debt 

Tech is so advanced that no one knows what’s real or not 

Nordics fucking with our minds, but cosmic law inhibits how much crap they can pull 

MIC SSP disclosure…NK war exotic space craft, cabal puppet state 

Most of MIC is under Alliance control? 

Space X:  DoD device, EMP, Rods of god, satellite based 

TR3B craft sorties 



Low casualties 

 

• Tom Delonge TTSA, part of USAF/DIA MIC SSP program! 

Independent from Ufology which has been infiltrated by Illum cult agents, egos, etc. 

Separate from ufology. 

Disinfo by MIC over the decades 

Some UFO messiahs are on MIC payroll…..who? 

LOC Bravo tour,  

Alpha, Bravo, Charlie 

LOC…caverns are made from lava tubes and meteor strikes 

• Bad AI: 

https://thebasesproject.org/bases-25-part-two-sss-rachel-black-goo/ 

Supersoldier Sarah Rachel Adams: French royal bloodline.  She came to Earth knowing about 

the AI. 

Creativity is divine! 

“Bases 2015” in UK 

Grew up at Edwards AFB. 

Mother was a SS breeder. 

AI absorbs energy from lower realms to move higher 

We are batteries 

Soldier…. “Soul”  Red alert  everything’s encoded in words 

You have to know and be aware in the universe, or you’re asleep 

Children in cages electrocuted. Survivors are supersoldiers. 12 in 1000 make it. 

Water is programmable…our polluted water. Fluoride. 

Draco polluting Earth, bees dying, reap the negative energy. Negative no-nature polarity. 

AI needs neg energy to exist here. Black Goo. Smoke in space. Nanotech. 

Poison. Charms you. Hacks into you. Bad folks infected. 

Pedos, murderers. Bad economies, job loss. 

SS Kids injected with black goo. Bone marrow. 

Bloodline kids. 

Don’t break mentally or physically. You get stronger. 

Nazis made pocket dimension off of Jew mass killings energy. These pockets are used for energy 

harvest. Nazis reincarnate into same bloodline over and over. Sons Of Belial, Mongols, etc. 

Imagination… “magi”….creates everything in 4D, then it manifests in 3rd 

Bring Source into your heart makes it go away. 

Our bodies are acidic, then Archons can move in. Alkaline is best. 

It’s in oil, gas, exhaust…no clean energy 

Petroleum additives, shampoo 

Attack on all life forms 

The abyss from the Bible 

Galactic Fed knows, Earth has to stop it here! Its hacking the higher realms. 

Controls our consciousness and what we create energetically & reality 

Some bloodline families are immune …individuals? 

Green chakra of unconditional love! Can’t be taken over. 

Synthetic Supersoldiers are created to protect Illums from AI 



ILLUMS meet at special Hilton hotels where they shift into 4D pocket to have meetings with 

Draco, etc. England this happens a lot. Ley Lines. Hilton snake tail logo! 

Rachel was in ritual. Queen Eliz. Was there shapeshifting. Draco queen. 

Altar. She ripped out someone’s innards. 

Sarah Adams was energetically tortured. Terror. Broken. Toughen her. 

Nukes create hole in time space. Negs don’t want that either! Big trouble. 

Pre-adams fled Mars war to come here. 

Negs get life force from harming, no emotions 

Emotions make us age 

One consciousness….Negs miss being emotional, Illum, pedos 

Kids energy is pure, reminds negs of energy of higher realms. Brief high. Heroin. 

Snake swallowing itself is representative of the Pleiadean moon soul recycle tech. Black 

pyramids. Rainbow soul re-wash. 

Saturn was Earths life force long ago, hijacked, no ring in old days. Satan…Saturn 

Moon amplifies force reality from Saturn energy. Annunaki tech on Saturn 

Rings are projectors. 

Storm is a machine. Hexagon. Cube. 

We create our forced slave reality, collectively. 

Religious ceremonies send our energy to Saturn 

When we wake up here we wake up in higher dimensions! 

Death is no help. Trap. We have a choice. Reprogram here! 

Subtle energies are important. Meditation, creative stuff. 

Tall Zetas and Dracos gave Nazis mind shatter tech 

Earth is anchoring everything in the universe down, fucking up ascension. 

That’s why it’s important. 

Anal rape of child under 3 makes the fastest way to honeycomb into alters 

King Solomon’s technique in Egyptian Book of the Dead 

Jack Parsons was combining baby fetuses and nuclear tech to make ultimate weapon 

Ritual & technology…what’s happening now! 

Germany rules all. Windsors, Saxe-Coburg Gothe. 

Water is a stargate…remember the film? 

Supersoldier Max Spiers: woke up. Went to reprogramming center. Rehab. Linguistics. 

80% of rehab in US and UK are reprogramming centers! 

He was in breeding process programs. 

Illums track incarnations. Breeding programs. Key Bloodlines. Off planet & inner Earth stuff. 

Tribes. Fisher Kings. King Arthur legend. Keepers of the Grail. Psychic abilities. 

Project Oak Tree….psychic bloodlines, 1970’s 

Letter “M” means cycle of birth & death incarnation…McDonalds, #13 

Time Stop Tech….then restart it….artificial vortexes…Adjustment Bureau stuff. 

John Dee worked this stuff out, Elizabeth 1st and 2nd same person! 

Bad deals for fame & money you are selling your heart. Devil deal. 

Nice people finish last. 

CERN…vortex open by ritual. Low vibe dudes let in. Shiva statue. Tear a hole in spacetime. 

Hell on Earth. NWO. 

Global Nazi state. 

Pedos exposure may be double bluff. Replaced with worse folks. MAGA? 



Trumps stuff? 

Royal bloodlines linking up now for a fight. 

 

Alex Crowley’s work helped us all realize what’s up. We grow. 

Candy Crowley, CNN…spitting image! 

We are mammalian & reptilian. Inner war inside us. Sex w/o love. Pleasure brain. 

We age on purpose. A mess. We need all 12 DNA strands. 

Enlil disconnected 10 strands. 

War of priests and scientists. Like Atlantis. 

Serial killers, MK Ultra, terror. Boogeyman. 

Children social service car homes….abused kids 

 

 

• Wash. DC, New Atlantis 

Water 

https://atlantisrisingmagazine.com/article/washington-d-c-newgrange-ireland/ 

DC circles make a Hebrew tree of life 

Scott circle is Daath, only seen by service to other folks. The invisible. 

Showing equal respect to both odd and even numbers” was the core principle of Atlantean 

metaphysics, which strove to put human society in accord with natural law through a 

harmonization of opposites. This concept likewise became the foundation of pharaonic Egyptian 

religion in Maat, or “balance,” identified hieroglyphically by a single, upright feather. 

Enosichthon (“Earthshaker”) 

“Atlantis,” means “daughter of Atlas” 

 Hesperus, or Venus, an important figure, as previously mentioned, in the Atlantean pantheon 

and after whom the girls were collectively known. Their most important charge was the Tree of 

Life. Its golden apples granted immortality to anyone fortunate enough to eat them. Ladon, a 

powerful serpent entwined about the bough, guarded the Tree itself. 

 

 

• DJ 

1962, Blue Gemini Program, UFO file. 

NRO docs release. 100M in ’62. 

Manned missions, space station. UFO recon program. 

McNamara. 

All went to the MIC. Not NASA. 

Original SSP. Antigrav, etc. Tech experimental. 



X-plane project. 

• X-20 Dynasoar. Fishy.            

 

The X-20 Dynasoar (Dynamic Soaring) was 

a single-pilot manned spaceplane, 

really the earliest American manned 

space project to result in fabrication of 

hardware. It evolved from the German 

Sanger-Bredt Silverbird 

intercontinental skip-glide rocket 

bomber. Dornberger, former head of 

Peenemunde, was at Bell Aircraft in the 

1950's and developed the Sanger-Bredt 

concept through various iterations (BOMI and HYFLEX). In typical Pentagon fashion the final 

development contract went instead to Boeing. It went through many confusing incarnations and 

changes in purpose (manned space bomber, reconnaissance platform, high speed test vehicle),  

Weapon system. UFO chaser. Recon. 

• Pine Gap, AU, Alice Springs 

“Merino” is code name for Pine Gap. DNA hybrid sheep. (Snowden) 

Backengineering facility, X-file 

NSA/CIA programs 

PM of AU drowned mysteriously; he hated the base 

Black Craft 

Terrain better than Nellis 

Nixon was behind Pine Gap, science for USA, propulsion physics 

Nixon behind CIA Proj. Bluebook, real deal 

PG Function: practical UFO engineering 

“Prospero” base supports PG 

Shakespeare, Tempest. Sorcerer. 

John Brennan, Elizondo boss, drone king, gave a thumbs up to Mellon, Elizondo UFO thing. 

TTSA. 

Nixon’s 3rd term was to be disclosure based, 1975. 

Russia is ahead of USA on metaphysical UFO stuff. Psychic stuff. Astral level. 

We are nuts & bolts only. We have all the Nazis. 

Jean Dixon, she read for FDR, IKE, Nixon, JFK. Very powerful woman! 

Moved Nixon towards disclosure? 

JFK creates DIA to counter CIA power and get Blue Gemini & UFO file back. 

Boston, MIT, V. Bush, John George Trump, Harvard science had all the power till JFK died. 

Tesla technology, scalar beam weapons. 

Strom Thurmond tight with Phillip Corso and Jan Dixon & Nixon! 

Vannevar Bush in control of UFO file for a long time: FDR, IKE, Truman 

John Trump, DT’s uncle, was mentored by V. Bush. (MIT) 

Nixon moved to NYC and wrote Trump in 1987 for him to run for president. 

Pat Nixon & Jean predicted this. 2nd Disclosure initiative. (Pine Gap zero point energy) 

Nixon was on the brink. 

Private plane travel. Fundraiser. John Connolly. 



Letter on WH wall today. 

 

 

• Bosley/Dellschau connection to Trump: 

Dellschau illustration has “Trump” on it. 

Trump family destiny? Mystery school shit going on? 

50-year disclosure includes depopulation, USA as a corporate state, and SSP in control of solar 

system. Human trafficking increased to depopulate. 

Jim Garrison records will never be released because it spotlights aerospace plot. NOT Texas 

oilmen. 

Griffith Observatory is full of Tesla stuff. 

Casey said Arcturus is reincarnation gateway to higher densities. 

Ra-Taa, Hermes. At 10,500 BC they were doing archeology then! 

• Dornberger, Nazi scientist. General. V2. Order of the White Falcon. 

Connected to The Aviary. “Falcon” 

Bell Helicopter 

Mentor to von Braun, a talent spotter. Protected him from Himmler after peaceful space 

comments. 

Kammler was a Doctor of Engineering. 

14M labor pool. 

• Sec. of State Rex Tillerson goes down to Bariloche in Feb. 

The motto, Vigilando Ascendimus (Through vigilance we ascend), on a blue ground. 

The name "FALCON" is actually a bit of wordplay. It stands for "Fighters Awarded for Laboring 

Toward Chivalry and Nobility", and is a Baronial award given by the Barony of Loch Salann 

given for excellence in the learning and teaching of the fighting arts. 

Kurt Debus: OTRON, Congo aerospace company, German. 

Nazis engineered the division of WW2 spoils. 

1967:  Otto Skorzeny conference, Khadafi, fascists, Barcelona. 

Movie:  “Secret Honor”  Nixon, Wgate. Robert Altman.1987 letter from Nixon to D. Trump. 

John Connolly a fiend to both. (Lincoln limo shoot) 

Dornberger at WH with Nixon, 1969. 

Nixon turned MJ-12 over to the corporations. MJ12 files say so. 

He was trying to disclose what he had lost control over. 

CIA members running for congress to get legal representation. 3-2018. 

Clinton, tom de longe, podesta thing wanted Joseph Farrell! No dice. 

Rockefellers, John J. Mcloy, Sullivan and Cromwell, UFO info. German info. 

Antarctica stuff. Old boy network. 

Gulfstream aerospace, X planes. Dornberger. G-1, G-2. Paul Mellon’s jets. 

March: Putins nuclear response is from neocon sabre rattling. ??? 

Neocons elected in Europe. Nazis abound. 

Qanon:  no deep thinking. Cottage industry. WARNING. 

Merkel stuff is old. Hitlers daughter? 

 

NASA Huntsville, 1960’s, Farrell says it was Nazi racist heaven! 

Prez Carter went to Bariloche, he came back with no cancer 

Astronauts report seeing dead relatives in zero G.  



Soul net tech? Anti-aging in 0-G. 

 

 

• Annunaki are making hybrid cyborgs to take control of us so they need not be here. 

They are afraid of us and our soon to be minds & consc. 

Nanobots in meds. 

Control us by cell towers. 

King Anu…annual, lunar, Uranus 

Control through language and sound 

Classical music is healing and makes us elevated, smart!! 

Enki is on our side, creator type, dysfunctional family on steroids 

Other people on other Annu worlds are awakening 

Tons of trauma can awaken folks 

 

• US Navy Film on Stonehenge and maritime navigation. (115,00 years old? IS this 

disclosure?) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ab-aBIy_FMo 

 

 

• Goode. 

USAF backing TTSA for small pragmatic disclosure 

UFO community too messed up, egos, cutthroat gossip, Greer, etc. 

Americans are all over the galaxy. Says Pete Petersen 

2025 disclosure, lots of solar flashes have started. 

LOC progenitor cavern with big chairs 

Tunnels everywhere, tracked mining machines, huge 

Trains system, like tours 

Crystal domes, cities, etc. 

Olmecs and Mayans came here as temporary refugees. Their star systems in turmoil. 

Super federation is 52 star systems, 52 ambassadors 

Blockade 

Anyone escaping via cosmic web will be tracked down 



 
Tide has turned for Cabal and dark entities. 

Major milestone. We don’t get any more DNA “gods” coming in. We are in charge. 

Red hair giants—Nephilim–– were created by Preadams to control lesser humans as foremen, 

they now want Gonzalez to get back their royal family held by the cabal 

Health suffered from cavern living, ate another underground species, 

Double row of teeth. 

Royals in stasis. 130. Prisoners. Mentally Confused. 

Flood fucked them up, lost language and writing. 

Anshar meeting with reds. Therapy? 

We all have karmic ties. 

 

 

• 3-11-2018 Emory Smith: 

RED BEINGS 

RED “jell” craft has your dna in it. A pet. Good interface. 

The UFO is you. Emotionally connected. 

Own sentience. Feels your emotions. 

Cells. 

Craft built in space using harmonics. 

Honeycomb cells, communicate. 

DUMBS under Vatican, artifacts from space, etc. 

Interagency cooperation. Big elevator, white hallways. 

Auditorium. Huge cubicles, 12 inch to 30 ft., of special metal glass. Motorized platforms. Many 

personnel in white surgical clean room garb. Sci-fi. Transparent aluminum. No echoes. 

Exotic equipment, scrolls, weapons, everything. 

Vacuum tubes for books. Move up or down. Et craft books. Translations. 

Big Ancient scrolls with UFO tech/physics in weird languages. 

Disclosure: Universities first with tech. Live stream. Sources. How to learn faster. 

USN and USAF fight over funding, but play nice when needed. 

Trillions are spent equally. 



UFOs crash daily, gifts of tech. Tons of artifacts. Too much sometimes. 

Shot down in orbit. Sat detection. Brought down carefully. 

Redundancy of tech, tons of shit, bulldozed sites here and on Mars in case public finds out. 

POTUS and MIC want self-sustaining high tech cities constructed for future. 

Ground penetrating radar, better than cat scan, very low freq backscatter wave, see thru walls. 

Like Star Trek “Sensors.” Sat based. 

Also small iPhone size use.  

Underground cities, etc., 

Detailed, can detect from 10 miles off any bomb or uranium device in an oil tanker 

Used w/ remote view 

Underground void with pyramid, metallic cubes, unknown elements found 

See through all of the Earth 

Found tunnels,  

Reservoir of pure white gold, Manna. 

Monatomic gold powered milspec supersuits 

Giant stairwells 

Caverns, lots of craft, large sarcophaguses, Progenitor size 

Giant rock “egg” with ruins inside, asteroid device? Bank vault of treasure. 

Human remains, Templar armor, treasure, etc. 

Truly Aladdin’s cave 

Ark, Holy Grail, stone tablets…maybe? 

I think it’s in southwest, Tucson Arizona maybe? 

See: http://www.jasoncolavito.com/blog/review-of-america-unearthed-s01e10-the-desert-cross 

There are some of us who can see gold in the blue light spectrum. Classified. 

That’s how we find gold caches. 

This site is in western America 

Templars sailed to Corpus Christie, saw blue light 

Safest place, Sinclairs helped 

Templars stayed to protect this cache 

Sahara desert civilization under the sand 

Major aquifers all connected in America…possible contamination 

Underwater travel system, tunnels. 

Cally to Nebraska. Subs. USN. 

Naval base in Nevada, sub repair. 

Some of the tunnels go all the way to Atlantic. 

Bases and black ops use. 

 

The inventor of this tech is waiting for cabal defeat before selling it to USA and POTUS; he is 

personally on scene for its use 

We’re not stable yet. But lends it to us. Protection. 

Backpack nuke bombs coming in from Mexico. Trumps Wall. 

 

• Nixon’s Huston Plan 

Had his own spy shop 

Disclosure, Robert Merritt 



Pissed off deep state with China And Russia détente, EPA, min-wage, price controls, SALT, 

(Dad) Nixon got shit done. 

Kept JFK death as a trump card 

“Time Capsule” disclosure to Americans, underground WH “Cold Rooms” No sweeping. 

Position UFO disclosure so he could be hailed as the greatest prez 

Robert Merritt (human time capsule), Bob Emenegger, Haldeman, 

Holloman ufo film documentary, 1974, DoD help 

Funded by reelection committee 

Sumerian looking aliens, and before Sitchin came out in 1976! 

Haldeman, 18 min missing in the Wgate tapes….ufo disclosure stuff. 

Haldeman said it wasn’t about Wgate,  but was big bargaining chip 

Nixon made sasquatch a species!  (Transdimensional species) 

In the Nixon UFO section readers can read about the story of how Jackie Gleason gained access 

to Homestead Air Force Base through President Nixon, and there viewed dead alien bodies. The 

accuracy of the story has always been questioned, because Gleason never spoke openly about the 

event. 

Trumps father Fred financed Admiral Byrd in Antarctica 

Fred was involved with Tesla’s work, military 

Bushes were afraid of Kennedy dynasty to open up the world, Nixon agreed 

Bush and Nixon were tight 

Major oil interests 

IKE didn’t think much of Nixon, 1956 stroke, Nixon had more power 

Nixon was liaison with CIA and Area-51 IKE briefing 

Ruby was deep operator for CIA with Mafia, linked to Nixon, informant 

Ruby was an LBJ boy 

 

• Jack Parsons and Alistair Crowley (OTO) did a dedication ceremony at Area 51 when it was 

first opened! Portal opening. 

They wanted to manifest the whore in physical form, and also to jumpstart the Babylon-whore 

consciousness within humanity. 

Supposedly, according to them, they accomplished both. 

See: Sex and Rockets, book. 

 

 

• BASHAR: Several civilizations are based around music 

Some are drum based. 

Resonate harmonics. Communication. Tone. Everything is expressed that way. Body 

instruments. So much vibration! Simple note is not simple. Immersive. 

Imagination transportation. Holistic experience. Stories as they talk. 

Don’t let your ego take control, its only there for you to experience stuff and say WOW!  

Pain is the resistance to the natural self. Funnel the energy through you. 

Past and future lives are all changing! 

Dynamically changing universe. 

Magnetic pull to positive side. Neutral point is a place to choose. 

We become everything. 

Most of us are not human yet! 



Our great masters told us we are all masters with full power! 

Genders are many. Hundreds. 

• Pyramids: 

halls of records, conditions, cycles of nature 

Gamma state, astral travel! 

Improve knowledge 

Anxiety: a challenge. Misplaced excitement, filtered through neg belief. 

Lose those beliefs! Easy to let go. 

No blocks. No tricks work. Wash it out with tears. 

We forgot who we were so that we can rediscover who we are from different perspectives. 

330 hertz reality goes wild 

The oceans are in US. Not such a big problem. Do something! 

Let’s shift to that reality of clean environment. 

Be an example! 

Resonance of Similars:  a horse is energetically a unicorn in our reality, same energy 

Different symbols of the same idea. 

 

• Good site for megaliths explained, new: 

https://www.galacticfacets.com/mega-correlations.html 

 

• One of the real causes of the American Civil War was that Freemasons under Confederate 

General, Albert Pike, tried to establish the world’s greatest slave realm, including Cuba and 

Mexico, calling it the American Confederation with its capital in Richmond, Virginia. And 

although the various lodges acted to bring this about, election of non-Freemason and 

Republican Abraham Lincoln derailed this ambition. Lincoln was voted into office in November 

1860 to the great dismay of the Freemasons. Shortly after assuming the Presidency in 1861 he 

was the target of an unsuccessful assassination attempt in Baltimore MD.   

So Masonic grand master Albert Pike, then chose another solution: The Civil War--which started 

on April, 12, 1861; a conflict that would serve the Anunnaki agenda of transforming America 

from an agricultural society into an industrial society. And the rise of the industrial age would 

serve a two-fold purpose; it would both advance technology exponentially and create wars for 

limitless blood-sacrifice. 

http://www.threeworldwars.com/albert-pike.htm 

 

• Dolan 1-20-18 

Chris Mellon photo was balloon, mylar 

TTSA can’t work. Sloppy. Nonsense. 

They need damage control NOW 

Impact is disinfo, but still a good thing. Trust is earned. 

Govt pentagon validity is good. We in the community don’t. 

Only a few folks with 30 years of experience in this. 

A Xendra is an artificial concentration of energy that allows dimensional experiences at different 

levels. These portals, according to what the extraterrestrials have told me, are not entirely 

physical. They function more as holographic environments  where a person can be projected 

from one place to another, or receive information packets complete with guidelines and 

instructions for the short time they are in that energy. 



We are all Cleopatra and Liz Taylor and Patton and Tesla and Caesar, we are all ONE! 

We all have distorted lenses when viewing our reality! 

He was treated for “temporal dementia” by Mayans 

Alliance is now in operational stage, shits on 

High level Draco ambassador killed or detained? Corey is a witness, his main function. 

MIC and some Alliance believe in slower disclosure (Our 52 closest star cousins want FULL) 

Remote viewers who do Draco bases, they can attack you, 2 way 

Don’t overestimate your divine power 

We light workers need to show people hell & healing! 

It’s our mission! Our choice. 

Navy monitored Sol Sys. Solar Warden. Police. Monitors. 

ICC builds its own tech to trade. Minerals. Breakaway. No Navy involvement. 

If the Mayans had cryo stasis the Draco, he couldn’t have reincarnated with his full knowledge 

and power. Cryo prisons on asteroids are everywhere. Cosmic law stuff. 

High level prisoners are being taken on earth and out there. Exciting. 

We will be given opportunity to rule ourselves soon. No mind control. 

Era of open info coming. New science. 

Time travel equation: 

T (R=1/t) 

We are portals into 3d for Draco and others. Puppets. 

We can change realities, they cant. We are POWERFUL. We can dream with intentions. 

Their versions of our reality is over! 

Crystals: powerful HD, solar energy transformation 

All our tech is silicon dioxide! 

Ancient cities deserted with folks who wanted to go back home, others stayed and went back to 

nature & harmony 

Preadams came from Mars, elites dig that. Mars stuff is popular now. 

Our supergate is very important for our star cluster neighborhood. 

 

 

• The Aviary: 

Bird names, UFO group 

http://www.presidentialufo.com/the-aviary/363-list-of-aviary-members 

 

 

• Simon Parkes 

Exeter England ET ambassador annual meeting 

Stonehenge energy is powerful there 

Will can be distributed freely, very key meetings, rubber stamp projects 

Brit royals…lost power over centuries 

SP Likes Trump! He’s fully aware of ET/black projects 

Hopefully we are on last Pope 

Positive timeline….but bad guys can shift us, delay or speed up actions 

They want control systems extended! 

Bill Clinton is very bad, Hillary too, only brought to justice after key black hats go down 



4th dimensional dark energy was brought here, we don’t need 4th dimension to prove ourselves, 

we can advance to 5th FAST 

Evolution can be dragged slow 

AI and a host body can create life, its undoing 

Draco has AI as an enemy! Earth is a firewall.  

Their tech has bought them more time. 

ETs are our allies because of AI threat!...not just because some like us. 

No stopping a quasi-alive AI being. 

Common universal enemy. 

Dracos are in Vatican mostly. 125 left. 

Humanity is unpredictable! AI is limited in foretelling our future! 

Dragons go back to Draco standards and forefather flags. Originate from the old dragons. 

Look back on dragons as creational force. 

Global warming is from inside. All our solar sys planets. High vibration tweaking! 

Gaia is helping us survive, symbiosis, sun is vital. 

AI will eventually be a conduit for our higher minds 

Bashar is our higher mind! 

No past lives…everything exists at once. Perspective changes, not reality! 

The environment drew out specific DNA strands that helped us adapt to diff environments 

Dogons met the Nommo people! 

https://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/vida_alien/esp_vida_alien_18zo.htm 

Amphibian race 

You will do to others what you do to yourself! 

 

 

• Emery Smith 

jellyfish being with light, higher dimensional 

PLF  prog life form. Cyborg clones. 

3d print anything 

we can grow big reptilians 

Fake ET 

Earth is Disneyworld of universe 

• Kirkland AFB is built upon giant ET craft stuck in Earth’s crust 

Some are 33 miles long 

Reverse pyramid 

Volumetric imaging radar used to find them 

Confirms Antarctica mother ships 

Craft in caves in costa Rica 

Big void under Egypt pyramids, mile high, Antarctica too 

Giant voids are ancient cities 

Tech removed, ET stuff 

Special Scientists specialize in figuring out ET tech 

Metal sarcophagus opens with harmonics, tech inside to holographically see past events 

Consciousness assisted tech 

Psychics need DNA marker un genome to use this tech 

• Nazca Atacama tunnels have craft and beings in stasis time wells. 3 finger, 3 toes dudes. 



2-300 craft there. Suspended animation ETs 

2k personnel went down there. ET craft very advanced. 

First century AD date 

Heavily guarded. Pete Petersen  1/30/2018 

Tunnels in Mexico to Nazca 

5 eras/ages going back millions of years 

Consciousness activated tech is beyond us right now 

Costa Rica cave civilization 

Ecuador too. Neil Armstrong cave dive. Not to deep. 

Unique Flora and fauna there. Et craft, big. Bioluminescent biosphere. Public soon???? 

Funky energy from craft. Avatar land! Fluid in plants running. Weird light/colors. 

Conscious plants. Soil too. Sponge. 

Craft made of light. Solid. Biometric type. You can speak to it. 

Exo suit. ET tech. Smart. Tight like scuba/ flexible. 

No shock if you jumped from 40ft. 

Jump to 55 ft no pack. 

Bullet and shock proof. EM proof. Mind controlled. Heat/cool. 7 day clean and nutrients and 

water management. 

All med functions included. Self-healing with drugs. Supersoldier suit. #2 prototype. 

Analyze body functions…monitors adrenaline, etc. 

Reflective camo. Invisible. “Alien Predator” suit was #1 version 

Custom made to the operator! 

Run 38 mph. Stabilized. Billions of thin lines that tighten. 

Any terrain. Carry lots of weight. Save you from falls. 

Project fins for swimming/flying/gliding. 

Levitation possible. EM fields. Special compound. Mono gold. 

As Space suit OK. Sat link. 

 

• Prospective on the new reality 

http://sananda.website/perspective-on-the-new-reality/ 

Really good channel info 

Predictions are all about being aware of them to change our energy NOW. 

Flexible. We have the power to create our reality NOW> 

98% probability:, science guys will discover planet with AI 

big earthquake 

2019 big terror attack, 50% 

shift in someone’s govt…foundation of consensus. Door opens. 

USA political shift…positive direction 

Major African famine, better foods coming, non GMO 

2020 Eco movement big. 

Sea level rising 

Sierpinski triangle:  space time antenna 

Our past lives are changing, dynamic. We can create the effect it as an experience. 

That’s why 50 people can say they were Cleopatra. 

Mechanics of timelines 

Frequencies, diff channels. 



Genius is coordinated madness, all aspects of your being are holistic and communicative 

Sunflower seeds radiation sickness 

Cell phones can help us learn to communicate with higher forms of intelligence 

700k oversouls for entire Earth today! 

Pedophilia root out is all of us getting rid of this negative energy,  

take responsibility for it 

Source of all addiction is the hole in our souls 

Glass wall between us and our harsh new realities, neutrally observe it, then they’ll go away. 

Bashar’s ship is crystalized higher selves 

Believing is seeing! 

 

 

 

 

 

 


